Quantum Trajectory Dynamics Based on Local Approximations to the Quantum Potential and Force.
The quantum nature of nuclei often affects molecular structure and properties, which are associated with the motion of protons and other light nuclei at low temperature. However, incorporation of the nuclear quantum effects into theoretical studies of large molecular systems is an outstanding challenge in theoretical chemistry. In this paper, the de Broglie-Bohm formulation of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation is used as a framework for the development of approximate quantum corrections to the dynamics of a trajectory ensemble, representing a time-dependent wave function. Specifically, the trajectory-centered local Least Square Fit (L-LSF) to the trajectory attributes is introduced, formally analyzed and illustrated on model potentials, typically used to benchmark approximate and semiclassical dynamics methods. The L-LSF method improves the dynamics accuracy, compared to the globally defined approximations, developed previously, and is shown to converge to the exact (generally impractical for large systems) limit of quantum dynamics.